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topoevncrack is a set of scripts for the linux operating system that is designed to extract encryption keys for cisco routers from live devices, and more generally all types of encryption keys including wep, tkip,
and wpa. it uses the bssid file to get the encryption keys and uses a brute force method for each of them. topoevncrack.py is an interactive console tool for extracting encryption keys from cisco routers. the
tool takes the bssid of the targeted device as a command line parameter and queries the cisco servers at its command and control servers or command center. the tool retrieves any encryption key which will
be used to connect to the device. topoevncrack uses the cisco dictionary of configuration commands (dcoc) standard for querying cisco servers. enter the command line parameter -b or bssid.txt to specify the
bssid of a targeted device. note that the targeted device bssid must be registered with the cisco network before it can be used by topoevncrack.py. this is because topoevncrack.py will use these bssid to query
the network. you can find the bssid of a device by running the following command: run the command topoevncrack.py -d or -d to define the cisco servers to be queried. this is the name of the online
configuration file in which to define the server names. the online configuration file topoevncrack.cfg is located in /usr/local/share/topoevncrack/. this is a command line utility designed for extracting the
encryption keys of cisco routers from a local targeted device. it does not give access to the encrypted traffic of the targeted device. it is designed to extract the encryption keys and details of all the devices
whose bssid are in the same network with the targeted device. cisco uses encryption standards which are not always available in some operating systems. topoevncrack.py can provide information related to
wep, tkip, wpa, and wpa2 encryption schemes.
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